RevoMaker: Enabling Multi-directional and Functionally-embedded 3D Printing using a Rotational Cuboidal Platform
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, 3D printing has gained significant attention from the maker community, academia, and industry to support low-cost and iterative prototyping of designs. Current unidirectional extrusion systems require printing sacrificial material to support printed features such as overhangs. Furthermore, integrating functions such as sensing and actuation into these parts requires additional steps and processes to create “functional enclosures”, since design functionality cannot be easily embedded into prototype printing. All of these factors result in relatively high design iteration times.

We present “RevoMaker”, a self-contained 3D printer that creates direct out-of-the-printer functional prototypes, using less build material and with substantially less reliance on support structures. By modifying a standard low-cost FDM printer with a revolving cuboidal platform and printing partitioned geometries around cuboidal facets, we achieve a multidirectional additive prototyping process to reduce the print and support material use. Our optimization framework considers various orientations and sizes for the cuboidal base. The mechanical, electronic, and sensory components are pre-assembled on the flattened laser-cut facets and enclosed inside the cuboid when closed. We demonstrate RevoMaker directly printing a variety of customized and fully-functional product prototypes, such as computer mice and toys, thus illustrating the new affordances of 3D printing for functional product design.
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Figure 1. By revolving a laser-cut cuboidal box where functional components are already pre-enclosed inside (b, c), RevoMaker prints partitioned geometries (a) around the cuboid (d) to create a customisable computer mouse (e). We demonstrate a multi-directional and functionally-embedded additive prototyping process to reduce the print and support consumption.

INTRODUCTION
Modern 3D printing techniques have their foundations in four key patents: vat photopolymerization, powder bed fusion, material extrusion, and binder jetting [14, 8, 7, 22]. Among these, the inexpensive and flexible extrusion systems are gaining an extensive popularity among the DIY crowds. The method, popularly referred to as Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), generates layers by mechanically extruding molten thermoplastic material (e.g., ABS or PLA) onto a substrate.

Figure 2. For instance, in order to print a sphere, traditional material extrusion process (a) generates sacrificial material to support printed overhanging features, and (b) has limited reachability if one intends to print around an enclosure.
In order to create complex geometries such as overhangs and undercuts, current additive manufacturing systems need to provide means to support the printed features of subsequent layers. In the material extrusion process, this is typically done by printing fine scaffold structures from the build material (See Fig.2(a)). Such sacrificial support structures require additional material and consume a large portion of the printing time. Post-processing operations thereby are necessitated for separating the printed objects with built-in support. The methods and ease of removal of support structure varies by extrusion methods and build materials, including lye bathing for the soluble support, and mechanical cutting and peeling away for the non-soluble support.

In addition, current plastics-based 3D printing is more suitable for fabricating decorative models, design concept prototypes and customized products. Traditional design tools and fabrication methods implicitly prevent designers from encapsulating full functionalities in the early design concept prototyping stage. Therefore, designers are forced to design individual parts using 3D printing, assemble them as done in conventional manufacturing, and iteratively create additional functionalities. We present an alternative 3D printing process that can combine functional design along with the shape creation by embedding components during 3D printing. Unfortunately, using traditional printing and placing such enclosures on the print bed will not allow layer-wise fabrication since the printhead intersects with the enclosure and any geometry beneath the enclosure is infeasible to print (See Fig.2(b)).

We demonstrate a multi-directional 3D printing process that is capable of inherently reducing build and support consumption, and producing a new genre of custom products with higher levels of functionality. The key idea is to enclose functional components inside a laser-cut cuboidal enclosure, which is also a printing base inscribed within a desired shape. By revolving the cuboid shown in Fig.3, we print partitioned geometries on and around each facet. In RevoMaker, the cuboidal base (a) encapsulates advanced functionality the user does not need to have detailed knowledge of, (b) saves time and print material for 3D printing by using laser cutting, (c) doubles up as a platform for 3D printing, and (d) also structurally adheres to the 3D printed material. Our system affords a high manufacturing precision by (a) seamlessly printing exterior skin geometries in a single build (no gap between partitions), (b) enabling directly side-surface functionalities that also interact with housed modules in a compact volume, and (c) ensuring a strong bond within overlapping partitions since the print material fuses with itself. Thus we enlarge the design space of 3D printing to go beyond simple parts using the volume within the 3D printed shape itself to embed functionality. Different use cases that demonstrate the feasibility are discussed later in this paper.

In general, our design goals for RevoMaker are:
- Lesser use of build material
- Significant reduction of support consumption
- Reduced need of post-processing operation
- Embedding of functional components

Currently our approach is more suitable for the object shapes that approximate the cuboid, and requires combining laser cutting process and manual user involvement.

**RELATED WORK**
Hollowing and optimizing support generation

Previous research studies have been dedicated to reduce both the printing volume and support generation. A natural way to reduce printing volume is to hollow the model based on physical-geometric optimization [28]. Another research intended to improve the structural integrity by generating honeycomb-cells inside the model [16]. However, none of these existing methods generate an interior space that is well-structured and fully used for functional enclosures. On the other hand, methods were proposed to reduce support materials by optimizing the model orientation for printing [2, 25], and optimizing support scaffolding structures that consume less material [27, 9, 23, 12]. Due to the unidirectional printing process, the reduction of support in general is quite limited and can hardly be post-processing free.

Fast fabrication of 3D objects

By introducing intermediate low-fidelity fabrication into traditional slow but hi-fidelity printing process, Mueller et al. and Beyer et al. proposed a variety of alternative fabrication methods, such as printing wireframe mesh of an object [18], substituting sub-volumes of a model with standard Lego building blocks [19] and laser-cut parts [4]. These different approaches effectively reduced the printing time while preserving the shape of a model. Besides, Hansen et al. [10] achieved a parallel printing process via microvascular multi-nozzle Arrays.

Multi-axis 3D printing

Song [24] and Pan et al. [20] developed a 6-DoF Steward mechanism to continuously print conformal features, such as textures or patterns, on curved and irregular surfaces. This CNC-based accumulative process enables continuous fabrication with different size, shape, and resolution requirements. Traditional multi-axis fabrication solutions might also reduce the need for support by tilting the nozzle or object. However, such systems have a higher overhead such as a demanding control strategy for motion synchronization, complexity of mechanical calibration, and more importantly the difficulty of adhering print material onto largely slanted or bottom surfaces due to the effect of gravity. In our approach, by adding 1 DOF to a cuboid and using the printer’s own X-, Y- and Z-step precision, we (a) add much greater functionality and capability to the resulting process and products, and (b) utilize gravity to allow the print material to firmly adhere to the rotated horizontal surfaces.

Printing with functional effect

There are also many research approaches dedicated to generate functional effects of fabricated products via geometric optimization on input models. Prevost et al. [21] proposed an approach to generate models which can stand alone by deforming the initial inputs. Umetani and Schmidt [26] optimized the orientation of a model for 3D printing to increase mechanical strength and structural soundness. Other interesting works involve printing kinematic mechanisms [1, 17], working prototypes [15], and articulated models [5, 3].

In placing the cuboidal base within a desired shape, a key challenge is related to how to pose the objective function so the number of possibilities of cuboidal orientations and printing sequences are balanced to reduce the support generation as well as the use of print material. Furthermore, when printing one facet after the other, the print nozzle should not intersect with the material already printed, and merge the new partitioned shape well with the old. In this section, we first discuss how we formalize these objectives across many geometric shapes, followed by our mechanical implementation of RevoMaker.

Objective Function

Given an input triangular mesh model $M = (V,E,F)$, we introduce Cuboidization, an algorithm that generates an interior cuboid $C$, where all six facets $C_i^j (i \in (1,2,...6))$ of the cuboid partition $M$ into six outward regions $M_i^j$. Recent research effort such as orthogonal slicing [11] and approximate pyramidal decomposition [13] introduce different partitioning strategies on the overall shape of an object to improve fabrication accuracy and for minimal number of pyramidal parts. In contrast, the main goals of our Cuboidization are two fold: (1) create the cuboid with as large volume as possible to save print materials, and (2) six outward regions $M_i^j$ add up to as few overhangs as possible to save support material. Considering the time consumption and effort for post-processing, in our work the reduction of support material generation was given higher priority over augmenting the cuboid volume. Hence, we define the objective function as follows:

$$\text{arg max}_{C} F_{\text{vol}}(C) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{6} F_{\text{overhang}}(M_i^j) = 0,$$

where $F_{\text{vol}}$ measures the volume of $C$ and $F_{\text{overhang}}$ evaluates the overhanging feature of $M_i^j$. Evaluation of $F_{\text{vol}}$ and $F_{\text{overhang}}$ is not a trivial task since $F_{\text{overhang}}$ depends on $C$ but it can be only evaluated after the region partition is done. Therefore, it is not feasible to analytically solve Eq.1 using nonlinear optimization approaches.

In our work, an overhang-aware multi-loop optimization framework shown in Algorithm 1 is proposed to resolve this problem. The outer loop uses a Particle Filtering based sampling algorithm to generate a set of principal axes for the cuboid (also called cuboidal orientation), see Section “Initial orientation sampling”. Inside the inner loop, by using three orthogonal vectors $u$, $v$ and $w$ as the principal axes for the cuboid, we generate and compute the size of the largest cuboid inscribed (Section “Cuboid generation”). After obtaining the cuboids over all orientations, we compare their volume and overhanging features, and retain $B$ top-ranked candidates with the least support consumption for the user to select the final print. How different printing sequences would affect the resultant partitioning as well as the avoidance of support generation is discussed in Section “Optimization of printing sequence”. Currently, our Cuboidization algorithm is more suitable for processing shapes with topological genus
Algorithm 1: Multi-loop Cuboidization

Input: \( M \) is input model, \( l \) is the maximum level of Particle Filtering

Output: \( C \) is the cuboid that partitions \( M \), and \( S \) is the printing sequence

Function \((C, S) = \text{FindCuboidization}(M, l)\):

- \( \text{currentLevel} \leftarrow 0; \)
- \( \text{currentCuboidSet} \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
- \( \text{newOrientationSet} \leftarrow \text{InitialOrientationSampling}(); \)
- \( \text{while currentLevel} < l \) do
  - \( \text{foreach orientation} \, O_i \in \text{newOrientationSet} \) do
    - \( C \leftarrow \text{GenerateCuboid}(M, O_i); \)
    - \((C.V, C.A_{\text{overhang}}, C.S) = \text{EvaluateCuboid}(M, C);\)
    - \( \text{currentCuboidSet} += C; \)
    - \( \text{newOrientationSet} = \text{OrientationResampling}(); \)
    - \( \text{currentLevel} \leftarrow \text{currentLevel} + 1; \)
  - \( \text{return BestRanked}(\text{currentCuboidSet}); \)

Function \((V, A_{\text{overhang}}, S) = \text{EvaluateCuboid}(M, C)\):

- \( V \leftarrow \text{CalculateVolume}(C); \)
- \( A_{\text{overhang}} \leftarrow +\infty; \)
- \( \text{foreach} \, S_{\text{temp}} \in \text{All Printing Sequence for} \, C \) do
  - \( A_{\text{temp}} \leftarrow \text{CalculateOverhangingArea}(M, C, S_{\text{temp}}); \)
  - if \( A_{\text{temp}} < A_{\text{overhang}} \) then
    - \( A_{\text{overhang}} \leftarrow A_{\text{temp}}; \)
    - \( S \leftarrow S_{\text{temp}}; \)
  - \( \text{return} \, V, A_{\text{overhang}}, S; \)

of 0, and preferably those that approximate the cuboid. Models with high genus (rings, knots, etc.), long and curved protruding features, or massive small curvy features, limit our approach towards providing less support structures.

Overhang-aware Cuboidization framework

Initial orientation sampling

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. (a) sampling the unit vector \( w_i \), (b) sampling the unit vectors \( u_i \) and \( v_i \).

In order to find an optimized interior cuboid for each model, we first consider sampling a set of cuboidal orientations using a particle filtering based approach. As each orientation matrix \( O_i \) consists of three unit orthogonal vectors \( u_i \), \( v_i \), and \( w_i \) as column vectors, the sampling is performed for the three components one after the other. Without loss of generality, \( w_i \) is determined initially. We uniformly sample \( K \) points on a Gauss sphere, and each of the samplings is assigned to \( w_i \) (see Fig.4 (a)). For each \( w_i \), the second uniform sampling is performed on a unit circle laying on the normal plane of \( w_i \) in order to obtain \( L \) samples of \( u_i \) and \( v_i \) (shown in Fig.4 (b)). Note that, as opposite direction results in the same \( O_i \), we consider herein only the semisphere and semicircle, where the polar point for semisphere and end point of semicircle are arbitrarily positioned. For each model, there are \( K \times L \) orientations in total to be evaluated and filtered.

Cuboid generation

Given a determinate orientation, the second part of the algorithm generates a cuboid with as large volume as possible inside \( M \). We use a heuristics-based method [6] to balance the resultant quality as well as computation efficiency. The generation details are as follows. Followed by the orientation \( O_i \), a small enough cuboid \( C_i \) is initialized at the center of a largest inscribed sphere within \( M \). The six facets of \( C_i \) then move along their corresponding normal directions to incrementally expand the size of the cuboid. At each augmentation step, the corner collision is detected. The iteration stops when no facet can be moved further. All possible cuboids inscribed inside \( M \) along orientation \( O_i \) are recorded and indexed by volume, and the one with the maximum volume is returned as the resultant candidate.

Evaluation of overhangs

With the partitioned model, an overhanging evaluation function is defined as follows:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{6} \sum_{f_k \in F_{\text{M exploits}}} F_{\text{area}}(f_k) \quad (2)
\]

\[
F_{\text{area}}(f_k) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \| n_{f_k} \cdot n_{M \text{ exploits}} \| < \delta \\
\text{area of } f_k & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (3)
\]

\( F_{\text{area}}(f_k) \) measures the overhanging area on each facet \( f_k \) depending on whether the dot product of its normal \( n_{f_k} \) and the normal of \( C_i \) is less than the threshold. All results in this paper use \( \delta \) to be \(- \cos 45^\circ \), unless otherwise stated.

Filtering and resampling

Based on the overhang evaluation, we select \( N \) orientations with the least sum of overhanging areas. To avoid selecting too many similar cuboids, we discard those orientations with less variation and only the ones with larger than 70% variations are kept. The following equation is used to evaluate the variation of two orientations \( O_i \) and \( O_j \):

\[
F_{\text{var}} = |u_i \cdot u_j| + |v_i \cdot v_j| + |u_i \cdot w_j| + |v_i \cdot w_j| + |w_i \cdot u_j| + |w_i \cdot v_j| + |w_i \cdot w_j| 
\]

At each selected orientation, we uniformly resample over its neighborhood region with a radius \( \epsilon \) on the Gauss sphere, and generate the new set of cuboids. The empirical values of \( K \) for initial sampling and resampling are set as 25 and 10. We use \( L = 10 \) for both samplings and \( N = 5 \) for the resampling process. Thus, for each model we evaluate 1250 orientations after two sampling processes in total. The final \( B \) top-ranked candidates with least support material generation are retained for user to select by leveraging the physical dimensions of functional components.
Optimization of printing sequence
While evaluating the overhanging feature over six partitioned geometries, it is crucial to determine the optimal printing sequence simultaneously. In order to achieve the minimal number of rotations and therefore reduce the effort of handling, we define our strategy of printing such that: (1) four adjacent partitioned geometries about a central axis of the cuboid are printed by intermittently rotating about the axis by 90 degrees, and (2) the rest of the two opposite partitions are printed afterwards by rotating every 180 degrees about a second central axis which is orthogonal to the previous one. This reduces the number of degrees of freedom to two and the intermediate number of handling to one. Through initial partitioning, the model can be inherently segmented into the print regions right above each cuboidal facet (the pink, yellow, green and blue above-regions shown in Fig.5 (a)). As for the corner regions shown in black in Fig.5 (a), we assign each of them into its neighboring above-region(s). Here the printing strategy is that once the first facet is determined, each corner region is always assigned to the later-to-print above-region that follows a single rotational direction (for instance counterclockwise shown in Fig.5). In doing so, it also generates extended underlying surface to support the corner geometries after each rotation. Note that a different selection of the initial facet to be printed on results in different support generation scenarios. As shown in Fig.5, the sequence (b) requires support in the right upper corner while in (c) it is totally support-free hence the better choice. For each cuboid with determinate size and orientation, we search over 30 different combinations of printing sequence around six cuboidal facets and choose the one with less or no support generation. These combinations vary based on which facet is the first to be printed on, the rotational direction and the selection of two facets that stay as the last-to-print ones.

Mechanical implementation behind RevoMaker
Ultimaker 2 Printer
Our machine design goal is to enhance an existing 3D printer at minimal cost and augmented complexity. Fig.6 (a) shows an assembled view of the mechanical and electrical apparatus that are extended onto Ultimaker 2. All of the models shown in this paper were printed on this modified 3D printer, i.e., an open-source fused-filament extrusion system with 230mm × 225mm × 205mm build volume and up to 20 microns print accuracy. The filament material used for printing is the 3mm-diameter Polylactic acid (PLA).

Laser cutting a cuboidal base
Unlike the standard bed material used in FDM printers where extruded plastic needs to be easily peeled off from the print bed, we select a 3mm-thick Plexiglas® DP-95 acrylic sheet as the build surface material for each facet of the cuboidal base. This cell-cast material is available with low heat capacity and matte finish on both sides to ensure a very firm first-layer PLA bonding without any pre-heating process.

Embedding of functional modules
The internal space inside each cuboid base is utilized for embedding functionalities. This standardized cuboidal space can house a wide variety of mechanical, electronic, sensory and actuation components, including but not restricted to processor chips, sensors, springs, gears and motors. By providing channels in the printed material, external devices such as lights and wind-up keys can then interconnect with the housed components inside to enhance visual, motion and movement functionalities, through the slots and holes already added on each of six cuboidal facets. Our process is relatively simple when compared to the traditional processes.
where multiple high-fidelity printed parts must be assembled in 3D while enclosing motors and sensors. We lay down and pre-assemble functional modules on the “flat” unfolded cuboid. We then close the cuboid by folding, and “coat” the external skin shapes over it using our 3D printing process.

**Fixation, revolving and gripping**

Three degrees-of-freedom are needed for realizing the multidirectional printing: (1) translation along X to fixate and release the cuboidal base, (2) rotation about X to revolve the cuboid facets around, (3) and angular motion to deliver strong gripping to the handles. We attach an acrylic stand with 2 cantilevered support plates to our build platform. A pair of linear air cylinders sits on the support plates to fixate or release the cuboid from both sides. These magnetically coupled linear cylinders (CY3R-10-65) are powered pneumatically and controlled by a solenoid valve (see Fig.6 (b)). To enable the rotation, two HerkuleX DRS-0201 robot servos rest on the air cylinders and two connected air fingers (MHY2-10D) provide angular gripping motion. In RevoMaker, we first hand deliver the cuboidal base to the center of the printer. These 180-degree air fingers are initially closed and fit into side slots to secure the cuboid by squeezing. After one partitioned geometry is printed on top of the build surface, the servos synchronously rotate the base by 90 degrees. Therefore, four facets surrounding the revolute axis can be printed in the first run of rotation (see Fig.9 (b)-(e)). Note that during printing, two opposite facets among the four are chosen to add two collinearly-aligned handles outside the geometries. The purpose of adding these handles is for the grippers to secure the model in the second run of rotation while avoiding directly contact with the printed surface.

After we releasing the grippers, we rotate the part such that the grippers close over the handles from both sides. Once the remaining two partitioned geometries are printed, we snap off two handles for completing the print. Throughout the whole fabrication process, we calibrate the surface location of the cuboid twice before printing the first and the fifth facets. The corner coordinates of the rectangular facets and slots are recorded as the reference coordinates for the print head to start printing.

**ALGORITHMIC AND PROTOTYPICAL RESULTS**

**Sculptural objects**

According to the Cuboidization results on a number of genus 0 models with different overhanging features on different locations, including man-made art objects and organic forms, our optimization framework generates cuboids that allow zero support material to the printed geometries. Five sculptural models including a small Hexacronic Icositetrahedron, spherical ball, Max Planck, French bulldog, and Mickey Mouse were fabricated to verify our optimization framework with reduction of print and support material. Fig.9 (a) shows the partitioned result of a small Hexacronic Icositetrahedron where 6 “mountain”s are extruded and connected from 6 cuboidal facets, respectively. After laser cutting the cuboid and print-
As shown in Table 1, comparing to $t_{\text{min}}$ and $V_{\text{min}}$, RevoMaker achieves a 23.4% reduction of printing time, and 21.8% reduction of total material consumption on average using the lightest infill setup. The main strength of our multi-directional printing process is that it provides significant reduction of support material generation. We observe that the regular unidirectional extrusion process initially generates skirts and rafts on the print bed to smooth the printing flow and to assist bed adhesion, then it prints 3-4 solid adhering layers and followed by the hollowed structures inside. Our approach requires periodically printing 1 adhering layer 6 times for the six partitioned geometries. Together with the two added handles, it leads to a modest improvement in printing time and overall material consumption.

**Custo “mice”: Customizable mice**

We customize a computer mouse for an ergonomical fit to the palm and tailored functionalities. Dating back to 1964, Dr. Douglas Engelbart invented the first computer pointing device with one button on top and two wheels on the underside. The mouse began to multiply rapidly with embedded mechanical, optical and electronic systems. However, creating a mouse design from scratch and prototyping enclosures can be an iterative and daunting task especially for novices. It requires 3D modeling, molding/tooling design and physical assembly to be integrated seamlessly to fit all individual components inside an exterior shell. In addition, with traditional injection molding, it is difficult to mold reentrant features and side-surface functions such as buttons.

To demonstrate the whole fabrication process, Play Doh was initially used to create the shape of the mouse (see Fig.11 (a)). In doing so, the user is able to quickly verify a list of customizable human factors regarding the size range of hands, finger extension and palm comfort. In our custo“mice” the user also specifies the middle-click to be operated by thumb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>RevoMaker</th>
<th>Ultimate 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time (hh:mm)</td>
<td>build volume (cm³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>4:03</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck</td>
<td>6:11</td>
<td>114.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulldog</td>
<td>7:36</td>
<td>133.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mickey</td>
<td>6:15</td>
<td>112.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>9:06</td>
<td>165.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Mouse</td>
<td>2:55</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulbasaur</td>
<td>5:24</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*By placing a model in different orientations, $t_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum time duration using Ultimaker 2; $V_{\text{min}}$ and $V_{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum consumption of overall material (build + support), $V_{\text{support}}$ is only the consumption of support material. Using RevoMaker, the time statistics of Cuboidization for each selected model (top down), included in the total time, are 30s, 2min 33s, 6min 45s, 5min 03s, 1min 10s, 1min 02 s, 4 min 17s, respectively.

Test running for the six partitioned geometries. Together with the...
on the side of the mouse. Then its shape was captured using a 3D scanner, shown in Fig.11 (b). The algorithm generates the size of the cuboidal base and provides slot-cuts for the button areas in the partitioned geometries, shown in Fig.11 (c,d). Matching slot-cuts on the cuboid provide a cantilever which deflects to actuate internal switch when the external button area is pressed. Fig.11 (e) shows that all added functional modules are pre-assembled on the flattened laser-cut facets and enclosed inside the cuboid when closed. These modules include 3 buttons for left-, middle-, and right-clicking; light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and photodiodes to detect movement relative to the underlying surface; printed circuit board (PCB) with electrical resistors, capacitors, integrated circuits (ICs) mounted on; and rechargeable battery. Lastly, the custom-made geometries are printed around the cuboid to complete the prototyping and ready for use directly after printing (see Fig.12).

Wind-up Pokémon
To further expand the design space for functional products, we enclose passive-actuated wind-up motor with gears and springs inside the cuboidal base. One of the popular Pokémon characters, Bulbasaur, was selected in this example due to its large amount of overhanging features, shown in Fig.13 (a). Similar to the previous procedures, we partition six geometries around an embedded cuboid (see Fig.13 (b)), and enclose the cuboid with laser-cut facets and kinematic components including the wind-up motor and batteries (see Fig.13 (c)). After taking it out from Revomaker, we insert another Pokémon character Pikachu’s tail into the back hole of Bulbasaur, and a wind-up key into the side hole of Bulbasaur to waggle the tail. Besides, one can insert a pair of LEDs into the eyes of Bulbasaur, and the eyes start blinking simultaneously after winding, shown in Fig.13 (e).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have explored a multi-directional 3D printing process to not only reduce the consumption of print and support material, but also to enable a new breed of custom products with embedded functionalities. We propose the Cuboidization algorithm to generate a cuboidal enclosure, that is also the printing base. It has as large a volume inside the model and with as few overhangs as possible. Using Revomaker, we printed a number of sculptural models and two functional products, i.e., a customizable computer mouse and wind-up toy. We thus demonstrated its capabilities in combining functional design along with the shape creation.

As future work, we will explore the extension of our current Cuboidization algorithm to generate a prismatic polyhedral structure as the printing base, in order to further reduce the support consumption. In doing so, the overhanging features on a model can be further partitioned and eliminated while printing over more polyhedral facets. In addition, for complex geometries that cannot be approximated by a single cuboid, we will explore using sub-cuboids for better approximation, and to further minimize the print and support generation. This also allows additional functions to be encapsulated inside multiple enclosures. For those 3D shapes with high genus, long protruding and massive curvy features, our approach still requires support generation after partitioning, see in Fig.14. We believe that the modularization of functionalities and integration of 3D shapes will open up a new genre
of 3D printing and eventually alleviate design and assembly burdens.
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